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So, You Want To Become A

Therefore go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father  
and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey everything I have  

commanded you. And surely I am with you always, to the very end of the age.
Matthew 28:19-20 (NIV)

Wherever we live, whatever our vocations, whoever we associate with, we’re all commanded to 
make disciples. For believers, it’s inescapable. 

But if you’re reading this guide, you’re not just looking to make disciples. You want to make  
disciples in a cross-cultural setting — perhaps in a place that has never heard Christ’s name.  
You want to be a missionary.

Maybe you’re already thinking through how complex that can be. You’re asking questions like:

 • How do I know if God’s really calling me to this?
 • Am I qualified to be a missionary?
 • Do I need a missions agency? And how do I pick one?
 • What role does my church play in this?
 • Who will guide me through this process?

This guide will help you find answers to all these questions and more! 

The journey may not be easy. We’re going to ask you to dig deep emotionally and take a hard look at 
your strengths and weaknesses. But we’re also going to show you how to identify your calling, how to 
invite your church into your journey and how to prepare for successful ministry!

If you have questions along the way, feel free to reach out to a TEAM missions coach at  
mobilization@team.org. We’re happy to help you in any way we can — even if you ultimately don’t  
go with TEAM.  

Our goal is simply to help you become the missionary God made you to be, making disciples of all 
nations.

Missionary

mailto:mobilization%40team.org?subject=
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Why Your Calling to Missions Matters +

How to Find It

01

By Jessica Hulbert

When you pair a longing for adventure with a desire to share the hope of Jesus Christ with the 
world, missions seems like the natural next step. But while passion and excitement can be an 
indicator of a call to missions, it doesn’t always guarantee it.

So how can you discern whether your passion is leading you on the path to cross-cultural  
ministry work?

How To Become A Missionary4
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WHY DOES CALLING MATTER IN MISSIONS?

First, we need to ask ourselves, “Why does calling matter?” If our passions are leading us toward 
something good, like missions, discerning calling can seem somewhat irrelevant.

Here’s why making the distinction matters:

While passion often motivates us to do something, it waxes and wanes with time, and without a 
genuine calling, you’re left with an uncertainty when things get tough. Ultimately, we need to be 
sure we’re following God’s leading, not just our  
emotions. So, we let passion be an indicator of 
something God may be doing in us, but we still take 
it to Him and ask where He is leading first. This 
helps us surrender our passion and make it about 
Him rather than us.

It may very well be that God is speaking right into 
that passion. It may also be that He has other plans 
for us to wait on. Either way, we’ve given ourselves 
a chance to open our hearts up to the Creator and let 
Him move. And we will not be disappointed in the 
plans He has for us.

HOW DO I DISCERN MY CALL TO MISSIONS?

Calling is a difficult topic to address, and we won’t be able to unpack it all here. But as we’ve 
counseled aspiring missionaries, there are a few key steps we’ve found to discerning God’s will.

 PRAYER

We don’t know that there’s anything more powerful than prayer in the area of discernment. Our 
minds play too many tricks on us, weaving in doubts and contradictory thoughts. It’s a tangled 
mess up there! Prayer has a way of cutting through the overgrown branches of our minds and 
paving clear paths.

Take your passion for missions to God in prayer. He wants to hear the desires of your heart, so let 
Him into your thought process. And as you’re praying, make room for Him to speak through His 
Spirit and Scripture. When we set aside our worry and settle our minds, we open our hearts to 
hear from God. In doing so, we become more sensitive to His voice and His direction.

How To Become A Missionary 5
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“Ultimately, we  
need to be sure we’re 

following God’s  
leading, not just our  

emotions.”
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 WISE COUNCIL

We all have people we love to be around. But surrounding yourself with people and leaning on 
those who actually have a voice in your life are two different things. God never intended for us 
to be alone. Our church community is our godly family who sharpens us toward living better lives 
with Christ.

As you let people in to your decision-making process, they are able to speak into areas you may 
have never thought of on your own. So, in times of discerning what to do next, your community 
may be one of the strongest tools you have.

Most of us have close friends, mentors and co-workers who have spoken into our lives over the 
years. Their words and challenges have rooted themselves within us, not only bringing life to  
situations we felt hopeless in, but also reminding us that we’re not alone.

Let others into the process of discerning your call to missions. Talk to your missions pastor or 
connect with a missions coach at TEAM who will talk to you one-on-one about discovering your 
calling.

 TIME

This is a rough one. When we want to make a decision, we want to make it quick. Sitting in the 
unknown is so uncomfortable, and honestly, it’s frustrating! But sometimes we try to hurry along 
big decisions, only to find out that the process was just as important as the outcome.

03

What is a Missions Coach?

Go to team.org/missionscoach to connect with your missions coach today!  

Becoming a missionary is complicated — and you shouldn’t 
have to figure it out on your own. That’s why we encourage every 
aspiring missionary to talk with a missions coach. Your coach can 
answer your questions, tell you what it takes to become a  
missionary and help you envision your future ministry.

How To Become A Missionary6
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Discerning your call to missions doesn’t always take a long time, but sometimes it does — and 
for our own good! So, if you’re struggling to find answers, give it more time.

Meanwhile, you can actively wait. Continue being faithful in pursuing God’s heart for your life. 
Continue talking to people and praying with people. Continue processing what you’ve heard from 
God and how you’ve seen Him move. And let these things develop over time. It will grow you in 
ways that will only help as you live on the mission field.

Breathe deep, and trust that in the moments of unknown, God knows, and His plan is unfolding in 
your life even now.

How To Become A Missionary 7
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Giving Your Community a Voice

in Your Calling

02

By Anna Price

“What does your church say about going to Ghana?”

Hmm…. Now that was a question I hadn’t considered before. What did my church have to say 
about what country I was serving in and what I was doing while there?
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When someone asked me that question after I returned from a summer mission trip to West 
Africa, I was a little surprised. It’s not that my church wasn’t involved in sending me. They had 
financially supported me and told me they were proud of me. But when I stopped and thought 
about it, I realized I hadn’t taken a moment to think about how my personal calling connected to 
my church’s ministry.

Several years later, I now get to connect with newly appointed missionaries and often  
recommend they have their church speak into where and how they serve. Many people have the 
same reaction I did: “Umm…. What?”

But time after time, we’ve seen that healthy missionaries are sent with a healthy community  
behind them, and a healthy community often includes a church that has participated in  
discussions about where a missionary should serve.

After all, your community often knows where you would best thrive, and they can also share 
about where they are most excited to see God move through their support.

YOUR CALLING IMPACTS YOUR COMMUNITY.

When it comes to something so seemingly personal as a missionary calling, it can be hard to  
think of why your community’s opinion matters. But over and over in Scripture, as God calls  
individuals, He calls a whole community to something.

For instance, when Noah was called by God to build an ark, his whole family was saved.

When Abram was called, not only were his family and 
servants’ lives disrupted, a whole nation was born.

When Jonah was called to preach the Gospel to a 
sinful city, his calling impacted those on the boat on 
which he tried to run. When he surrendered to the call, 
his actions changed the lives of an entire city.

Your calling will impact your community. As your  
community supports you, the one they’ve sent, they 
get to know the people you are serving. Instead of a 
faraway place on the other side of the globe, your work 
creates a tangible tie, connecting your community to 
how God is moving among other peoples.

Your community will understand in a new way the spiritual challenges of the culture where  
you will live. And they will help equip you to reach the people through prayer, support and  
encouragement.

“Time after time,  
we’ve seen that healthy 
missionaries are sent 

with a healthy  
community behind 

them.”
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YOUR COMMUNITY IMPACTS YOUR CALLING.

In Acts 13, we see the church worshiping together when God tells the church to set apart Paul 
and Barnabas for missionary service. The Spirit confirmed what the church knew of Paul and 
Barnabas: They had a talent and passion for sharing the Gospel in unreached areas, so the  
Antioch church sent them to do so.

Your church family is a part of your calling. They have been a part of the discipleship that has 
gotten you to the point of serving as a missionary. They have worshiped with you, ministered 
alongside you and grown with you in your knowledge of the Gospel. They know your strengths, 
and they have witnessed your challenges as well.

Who better to speak to where they think you’ll thrive in ministry?

Tina*, a TEAM missionary in the Middle East, experienced this firsthand. She was deeply involved 
in a small group at Irving Bible Church in Irving, Texas. This small group hosted missionaries  
several years ago who talked about their work counseling ministry leaders from around Asia.  
The missionaries shared a need for a hostess to welcome their guests and make them  
comfortable while they sought counseling.

After the missionaries’ visit ended, Tina’s small group began praying for God to provide the right 
person to serve as hostess for the counseling center. A few months later, Tina tentatively told 
her small group leader, “I think I might be the one we are praying for.” Now, Tina is on the field 
serving as the hands and feet of her entire small group.

Without her small group community, Tina never would have known about this opportunity to 
serve. Without her calling to serve, her small group might have moved the need for a hostess to 
the backburner. Instead, Tina and her small group were deeply involved in filling this need.

SO WHY DOES THIS MATTER?

Your community will be impacted by the work you are doing overseas, and you will be impacted 
by your community’s support.

At TEAM, we encourage people considering missionary service to talk with their church about 
what places and people groups their church feels called to serve. By involving trusted members 
of your community in your discovery of where you should serve, you are honoring the ways your 
community has walked alongside you as God has called you to ministry.

*Name changed

How To Become A Missionary10
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How Do I Become Qualified for

Missions?

03

By Jordan Kauffman

All the time, aspiring missionaries ask us, “What do I need to do to be qualified for missions?” 

Many people nail down the “who” and the “where” before they address the “what” in their 
missionary call. But as one missionary in the Middle East, Neena*, explains, “Our ‘call’ to another 
country does not exempt us from any further duties.”

How To Become A Missionary 11
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When it comes to being effective cross-cultural witnesses, being strategically equipped is just as 
important has having a personal calling.

For some, that equipping means attending seminary to be the best church leader you can be. For 
others, it’s getting an MBA to effectively run an ethical business where the light of Christ shines 
bright. And for many people, it’s being intentionally discipled by church leaders while developing 
your spiritual gifts and character.

We’re going to explore how all these strategies interact. A word of warning, though: Sometimes, 
our questions about qualifications come from a desire to know how quickly we can get overseas 
and achieve what we’ve been called to do.

If you genuinely want to be equipped to do the work God has for you, please keep reading!  
If you want to get overseas as fast as possible, take the time now to evaluate your motivations 
for going. A rush to get overseas is rarely a quality that makes for an effective missionary. 

CONTINUE TO GROW SPIRITUALLY.

One of the most important areas of equipping is spiritual readiness. 

“A cross cultural worker will need, first of all, a strong personal walk with Jesus — the ability to 
find refreshment, guidance, growth and nourishment through personal time spent with Jesus, … 
as well as stimulating fellowship with other believers,” says Roger Luce, TEAM’s learning  
technology coordinator. 

Many times, missionaries move to areas where they 
can’t rely on a thriving, local church to feed their souls. 
Because of this, missionaries need to know how to 
independently study Scripture and grow in their walks 
with Christ. 

Missionaries also need the ability to interpret and apply 
Scripture in their host cultures. 

TEAM missionary Becky Straub says missionaries need 
to look at their new home and ask, “How can I be  
Christ-like here?” Rather than making the local church 
look American, one needs to find culturally relevant 
ways to worship God.

This is an ongoing process. In our own cultures, we 
always have something to learn from the Bible. But this 
compounds in a foreign cultural context, where one is 
ever learning Scripture and ever learning a new culture.

How Independent Do  
I Need to Be?

Missions requires spiritual independence, 
but TEAM makes sure you’re never  

completely on your own. Our global member 
care team will work with you to provide 

spiritual coaching, cultural training,  
relational guidance and more. 

Talk with a missions coach at  
team.org/missionscoach  

for more details!

How To Become A Missionary12
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BE ABLE TO MEET THE NEED.

In preparing for missions, many people focus on the “who” and “where,” but you also need to 
know your “what” and be excellent at it. 

Beth Fussner, TEAM’s learning and development program director, says future missionaries 
“should plan to get the highest qualifications possible in your chosen field. [Work to] bring your 
very best to the global scene.”

As missionaries, we show our love for Christ and for the world by being as prepared for our  
vocational calling as possible. 

To be clear, I’m not saying everyone needs a 
doctoral degree to become an effective  
missionary. I am saying that one needs to seek 
to learn and grow into the person God calls 
them to be before going overseas. Not only 
personally, but professionally as well. 

Pray and seek wisdom from older, wiser  
believers to determine how you can become the 
most effective with the gifts and passions the 
Lord gave you. 

“Whatever your expertise is in the U.S., expect 
it to be so much harder … when you go  
cross-cultural,” Becky Straub says.

Every new job and season of life has its  
challenges — but add to that a new language, culture and even differing ethics, and the difficulty 
to adjust only increases. That’s why it’s important to know your field well and be able to apply 
your learning and experience in a new context. 

If you’re called to be a nurse overseas, make sure you get the education you need to do that in 
your country of origin. If you’re called to be a pastor, seek all the qualifications you would to 
pastor a church in North America.

RECOGNIZE THAT YOU NEVER STOP LEARNING.

Just because you’ve deboarded the plane, that doesn’t mean you’re done learning. Every  
missionary must be willing to keep learning their host culture’s needs and how to address those 
needs for God’s glory. 

How To Become A Missionary 13

“[Approach] what God  
has called you to do with a 

learning and discovering heart 
that is never satisfied with 

what you may already know, 
but is ever hungry to learn 

more.”
— Barry Winchell,  
TEAM Missionary 
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“[Approach] what God has called you to do with a learning and discovering heart that is never 
satisfied with what you may already know, but is ever hungry to learn more,” says TEAM  
missionary Barry Winchell. 

This encompasses your jobs, your spiritual life and the culture you enter. 

The ability to learn is a gift from the Lord — and a recognition that we will never be complete 
here on earth. To leverage the ability to learn as a selfless gain, to pour out what has been  
received, is exactly what’s at the heart of TEAM missions. And the drive to keep learning is a  
trait most missions agencies require in missionaries.  

This will not only aid you in spiritual and professional growth, but also in learning the language 
and the host culture of the people you go to serve.

IT’S ALL ABOUT CHARACTER.

Finally, we have to remember that professional and educational status, as well as theological 
advancements are useless if we aren’t seeking to become more like Christ. When missionaries 
consider whether new missionaries should join them, they primarily focus on the character of the 
applicant. 

“When I think of our work in the coffee business, it matters less to me if a person has a four-year 
degree in business or hospitality than if they have simply the drive and desire to learn and the 
capacity to fail and still keep going,” says Catie*, a missionary in the Middle East.

As you pray about going overseas, remember that qualifications are important, but they are not 
the end all. 

Bring your heart motivations before the Lord and invite church leaders to help you discern where 
you need to grow and how God has gifted you. Seek to become the most qualified you can be, so 
as you serve others in excellence, you’ll point people to the beauty of our excellent Lord — who 
you are ultimately there to serve.

How To Become A Missionary14
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5 Ways to Prepare for

Long-Term Missions

04

By Beth Fussner

Feeling the conviction to serve in long-term missions is an exciting time in any Christian’s life.  
It may come during a short-term mission trip or an engaging sermon at church. It may shock you 
or feel like exactly what you’ve been waiting for.

How To Become A Missionary 15
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But however you felt led to long-term missions, 
you’re probably wondering, “What do I do now?”

My calling to serve God in missions came at the 
age of 14, in the form of an unmistakable inner 
conversation with God that I couldn’t ignore. That 
started me on the path of preparation. Since then, 
I’ve not only served in missions, but also helped 
prepare many others to do the same.

Here are five key tips for preparing for long-term 
missions.

 PREPARE YOUR HEART.

Learning to hear God’s voice is absolutely  
foundational, not just for His commands but for the nurture of our spirits, for guidance and for 
simple delight! Without Him, we can do nothing.

So, grow your relationship with Him. Go deep into the Scripture and let God show you how to 
apply it in your life. Learn to hear God’s voice in the circumstances of your life and cultivate joy in 
His presence.

Jesus’ life is the example for us. He was sent by the Father to accomplish a mission, but His 
priority remained His relationship with the Father.

If you’re not sure where to start, I recommend Skye Jethani’s book With as a helpful guide to 
growing your relationship with God. You might also pick up Dallas Willard’s Hearing God. Though 
not an easy read, it is like having a thoughtful mentor help you work through deep questions on 
how God speaks to us.

 PAY ATTENTION TO YOUR RELATIONSHIPS.

What are your relationship strengths and weaknesses? What has been your hardest relationship, 
and why was it hard? Don’t overlook those pain points, but open yourself up to understanding 
how you do relationships and where you need to grow.

The Canadian International Development Agency conducted studies asking, “What characteristics 
does a person need to be effective in an intercultural posting?” Their study found that the ability 
to make good connections and develop deeper, long-lasting relationships with local people was 
the most powerful factor in intercultural effectiveness, satisfaction in an assignment and the 
sustainability of their projects.
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“Jesus’ life is the  
example for us. He was 

sent by the Father to  
accomplish a mission, but 

His priority remained  
His relationship with  

the Father.”
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In addition, “the second major predictor of success was a strong sense of self-identity, which 
allowed people to be real with each other. People who are comfortable with themselves tend to 
be authentic and avoid pretense in relationships.” (Cited in Cross-Cultural Servanthood, by Duane 
Elmer, p. 96.)

During this preparation phase, make sure to put yourself in the place to create and sustain deep 
relationships. If you aren’t in a small group at church, join one! Be intentional about creating 
community if you can’t find it. And be on the lookout for places and ways to begin relationships 
with people of other cultural groups.

 DEVELOP YOUR KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS.

What knowledge base, skill set, professional certification or educational achievement will help 
you offer your best to others? What do you dream of doing “there”? Have you done it here yet?

If you want to share God’s love with others “there,” are you practicing doing that in word and 
deed here? Have you ever led a small group study? Have you apprenticed yourself to someone 
doing a ministry that you hope to do someday? Give yourself a chance to be taught by the best 
teacher — experience.

Prepare yourself professionally to hold your own on a world stage. Be the best you can be. And 
then, humbly offer that to God. After all you’ve learned, you will have to become like a little child 
to learn how to offer those skills appropriately in a new culture.

Oh, and while you’re working on those competencies, do develop your hobby! Music,  
photography, fishing, climbing, biking, theater, art, writing — you never know. That hobby may 
open doors into hearts that would otherwise be closed to you!

 FIND MENTORS WHO HAVE BEEN THERE AND DONE THAT.

Ask God to connect you with someone who will have the heart to invest in you — and then ask 
that person. Don’t wait to be discovered. Take the initiative. The best missionaries are those who 
invest in others gladly, so most of these people will say yes if you ask!

 LISTEN TO YOUR OWN LIFE.

What has your life journey taught you? What story is God weaving already? Have you learned 
from failure? At what points has God “shown up” for you? Have you allowed God to comfort you 
and teach you in adversity and pain?

It is likely that your vulnerabilities, failures, delays and losses are the very things God is using to 
prepare you to bring hope to others in a world where suffering is ubiquitous, poverty is grinding 
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and justice seems merely a dream. Don’t overlook your own experiences. Through them, God will 
help you dig a deep well from which to draw His living water.

REMEMBER WHO SENT YOU.

Ultimately, the God who called you is the God who will prepare you. At the end of the day, this is 
His gig — His responsibility! Learn to view the next step in your life through the lens of His love 
and grace, and ask Him to keep you on His track.

He is so faithful to do that!

How To Become A Missionary18
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How to Choose a

Missions Agency

05

By Andy Olsen

Technology, accessible travel and global banking have made it easier than ever to pack up and 
move overseas. So it may seem like an easy choice to go abroad as an independent missionary 
without being attached to a missions agency.

How To Become A Missionary 19
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But while the freedom and flexibility of going it alone can be a benefit for some missionaries, the 
majority of missionaries find that the positives of journeying with an agency far outweigh any 
drawbacks.

Whether you’re deciding between missions agencies, considering your church as your “agency,” 
or contemplating going out on your own, ask these questions as you weigh your options.

 WHO WILL AFFIRM MY CALLING?

Every missionary’s calling should be discerned in the local church, which TEAM believes is  
primarily responsible for sending a missionary. But getting an independent second opinion that 
affirms your calling and your readiness is arguably essential for long-term success on the field.

Likewise, when considering a sending agency, ask if the agency values the local sending church’s 
assessment of your calling and readiness. It should. Missions agencies are not meant to bypass 
the church, but to work hand-in-hand with it.

 WHO WILL LEND CONTEXT AND CREDIBILITY TO MY MINISTRY?

Few things help missionaries when raising their support like the endorsement of a credible third 
party. Make sure your agency or sender can offer you that, so your potential supporters do not 
have to merely take you at your word.

Financial accountability is also a key component of credibility. It should go without saying, but 
make sure your sender could pass rigorous tests of financial accountability and controls. The best 
organizations regularly test themselves on this through independent financial audits and in-house 
reviews.

  WHO WILL PREPARE ME PROFESSIONALLY, CULTURALLY AND  
SPIRITUALLY?

By itself, a calling to missions does not make someone ready to head to the field. Months — 
sometimes years — of training in language, culture, Bible and other skills are usually needed 
before a missionary is ready to serve effectively in a foreign context. Depending on your situation, 
lining up all this training could be a lot of work. Be sure your sending agency is up to the task, 
and beware of cutting corners in your missionary preparation. It might be tempting at first, but in 
the long run, good preparation is a priceless investment.

01
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 WHO WILL CONNECT MY MINISTRY TO SOMETHING LARGER?

In a globalized world, global mission is increasingly interconnected. Partnerships with churches 
and other ministries — both internationally and domestically — are becoming essential to  
ministry success. We all need help to make these connections. The best sending agencies will 
have deep resources to help with this. Make sure yours does.

 WHO WILL HELP MY MINISTRY LIVE BEYOND ME?

Missionaries today tend not to stay in one place as long as they did a generation ago. You may 
think you’re going to serve in Austria forever (and we hope you do!), but it’s increasingly common 
for workers to stay in one place for a few years and then move to another field or on to something 
else.

If there’s even a slight chance that may describe you, consider whether your sender has a  
strategic presence in your field or a plan to place new workers there, to ensure your ministry will 
continue even if you’re gone. You probably want to leave the greatest Kingdom legacy you can, 
and many missions agencies are structured to help that happen.

 WHO WILL PROVIDE LOGISTICAL SUPPORT?

Churches have traditionally worked with missions agencies as a way to outsource the  
administrative tasks they may not feel equipped to tackle. While the best agencies offer so much 
more, that is still one of the biggest benefits of an agency. Visa logistics, work permits, managing 
donations legally, relocating overseas, crisis situations and member care — missions agencies 
are experts in dealing with these things. There are certainly ways to wade through all the red 
tape yourself, but ask yourself if you really have the time and energy for it.

Go Deeper with a Missions Coach!

At TEAM, we call them missions coaches, and you can connect  
with one today at team.org/missionscoach! 

You can find a lot of answers online. But if you’re  
seriously considering a missions agency, you’ll likely  

want to dive deeper before you apply. Most agencies,  
like TEAM, have representatives who are eager to  

answer your questions and help you find the right fit.
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 WHO IS PREPARING ME FOR MINISTRY 10 YEARS FROM NOW?

Church ministry in North America today looks very different than it did a decade ago, and the 
same goes for global missions. The way we approach ministry overseas is rapidly changing as the 
global south becomes a growing mission force and multi-national teams emerge as the new norm 
in many countries. Ask yourself if your sender is prepared not just for global ministry today, but 10 
or 20 years from now. Better yet, ask your sending agency.

 WHO WILL HELP ME WHEN THINGS GET TOUGH?

Overseas service is full of exciting and rewarding seasons. But it is guaranteed to have difficult 
stretches involving high stress, disputes with coworkers or depression. Weathering those storms 
is so much easier with the help of an experienced and equipped missionary care team.

Member care takes many different forms, but one thing is sure: it requires more than an  
occasional email with a friend back in North America. It’s easy when you are fresh and optimistic 
to think you’ll never need member care. But you’ll want to make sure your sending organization 
has something to offer when you need it most. The best agencies have built-in structures to  
address problems before they happen.

 WHO IS ON MY TEAM, AND WILL WE ALL GET ALONG?

Even the most gifted and spirit-filled missionary cannot do missions alone. We all need people 
on our team, whether they live next to us or sit in an office a thousand miles away. Make sure 
the people on your team can work well with your values and ministry vision. How does the team 
make decisions, and what input will you have into those decisions?

Consider your sender’s theological views and how they align with yours. Also consider your own 
personality, how you prefer to work, and your family and lifestyle priorities. How do you want to 
school your children? What standard of living do you hope to maintain on the field? These are 
important issues to be honest about with yourself and your sender.

ABOVE ALL, SEEK GOD

As you ask these questions, make sure to continually seek God’s will in prayer. There are many 
great organizations, and choosing one may be harder than you think. But God is faithful, and He 
has shown countless missionaries where they can best thrive in their calling. He can do the same 
for you! 
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Who is

TEAM?

06

TEAM exists to help people like you live out God’s call to go and bring real hope to a hurting 
world.

Since our founding in 1890, we have equipped missionaries to plant reproducing churches around 
the world. We’ve invested in holistic ministries, including evangelism, creation care, education, 
healthcare, media and community development. We’ve focused on places where the most need 
exists.

But you know as well as we do that the work isn’t over. There are still walls to break down.  
There are still wounds to heal. There is still a message to share.

And if you want to do something about that, we want to talk with you.

Whatever your skills and passions, we know God has a powerful role for you to play in His Great 
Commission. We are here to help you find it.

It’s what we’ve done for over 125 years. The only question is: Are you ready? 
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1890 550+ 300+

WAYS  TEAM
Missionaries Serve

LENGTHS OF  
SERVICE

With You  
EVERY STEP OF  
THE WAY Through:

35+
•  Church Ministry
•  Community Development
•  Creation Care
•  Creative Arts
•  Entrepreneurship
•  Hospitality
•  Healthcare
•  Social Justice
•  Sports & Recreation
•  Education
•   Training Leaders &  

National Missionaries
•  Translation & Linguistics

Pre-field Mentoring

Cross-Cultural Adaption Support

Spiritual Retreats

Ongoing Ministry Training

Counseling Network

Church Support for Sending Churches

Fundraising Training

Financial Planning Services

Emergency Response Care

Medical Guidance

Missionary Kid Support

Retirement Planning

Short-Term (2 weeks to 8 months)

Mid-Term (9 months to 2 years)

Long-Term (3+ years)

Kingdom Professionals  
(Take your job abroad!)

God Dependence
Church Focus
Vision
Passionate Service
Lifelong Learners
Caring Community

Number of nations where 
TEAM missionaries serve, 

on five continents.

The year we  
started sending  

missionaries

Number of TEAM  
missionaries serving 

around the world

Number of churches  
that send missionaries 

with TEAM

Facts

TEAM
VALUES
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Discover how God can use  
your unique passions and skills 

on the mission field.

 � Answers to your most pressing questions about missions
 � Guidance on how to make your vision a reality
 � A curated collection of missions opportunities made just for you!

SIGN UP FOR YOUR FREE CONSULTATION TO GET:

Plus, if you pursue missions with TEAM, your missions coach will walk with you 
through your entire journey to becoming a missionary.

S IGN UP  FOR  YOUR FREE  CONSULTAT ION AT  
team.org/missionscoach  

Just fill out the contact form and enter the code “GoBe20” in the comments!

GET YOUR FREE CONSULTATION  
WITH A TEAM MISSIONS COACH.

http://team.org/missionscoach


WWW.TEAM.ORG


